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Securely manage, search, and share 
all your Zoom recordings

Secure sharing and playback
Share your Zoom recordings securely  
with specific individuals and groups.

Retention and availability
Set retention and availability policies by 
host and video, not just by administrator.

Panopto is the must-have add-on for Zoom, providing administrators, hosts, and  
participants with post-meeting analytics, secure sharing, easy editing,  
and comprehensive inside-video search.  
www.panopto.com/zoom

The world’s 
top organizations 
choose Panopto:

Viewer-aware analytics 
Know who’s watched what, and whether 
someone watched a recording in full.

Editing and in-video quizzing
Make cuts anywhere in your recordings, 
and add quizzes, slides, or other cotent.

More powerful search
Find any word spoken aloud or shown  
on-screen across all Zoom recordings.

Flexible long-term storage
Unlimited storage for Zoom recordings, 
as well as other corporate video assets.

https://www.panopto.com/try/
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Try Panopto free in your organization.
Visit panopto.com/try to get started.

Panopto is the secure, easy-to-use video platform
for managing all your Zoom recordings. 

Record
Easy-to-use software for Windows, Mac, 
and iOS. Record anything from a simple 

screencast to a multi-camera event.

Webcast
Live stream your presentation at the 

click of a button. Webcast to ten people 
across town or 10,000 around the world. 

Search
Find any word spoken or shown  

on-screen in any video in your library. 
Panopto’s search is the industry’s best.

Manage
Panopto has been named a Leader 
4 years in a row in Gartner’s Magic 
Quadrant for Video Management.

Upload
Panopto automatically converts your 

existing video files for playback on any 
device and makes them searchable.

Stream
Efficiently deliver video across  

your network and over the Internet  
to viewers worldwide.

Play
Engage viewers with interactive video 
players that support multi-camera HD 

playback, search, digital notes, and more.

Edit
Our video editor makes it easy for 

anyone to accomplish common editing 
tasks, right from any web browser.

Analytics
Get insights into which videos are  

most popular, who watched which 
videos, video engagement, and more.

Mobile
Native apps for iOS & Android bring 

viewing, search, discussions, and more 
right to viewers’ mobile devices.

Integrate
Connect Panopto with your identity 

provider, LMS, and CMS, our extend our 
functionality using our open APIs.

Service
Our support has earned 99% customer 
satisfaction, 3 years running. Best of all, 
it’s included standard in every license.
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